TNFalpha-stimulation of cFos-activation of neurons in the solitary nucleus is suppressed by TNFR:Fc adsorbant construct in the dorsal vagal complex.
The cytokine tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF(alpha)) may act within the neural circuitry of the medullary dorsal vagal complex (DVC) to affect changes in gastric function such as gastric stasis, loss of appetite, nausea, and vomiting. The definitive demonstration that endogenously generated TNF(alpha) is acting within the DVC circuitry to affect these changes has been impeded by the lack of an antagonist for TNF(alpha). The present studies used localized central nervous system microinjections of the TNF-adsorbant construct (TNFR:Fc) to specifically neutralize the ability of endogenously produced TNF(alpha) to activate NST neurons. Our studies reveal that TNFR:Fc suppresses induction of cFos normally evoked by TNF(alpha). These results validate our hypothesis that circulating TNF(alpha) may act directly within the DVC to affect gastric function in a variety of pathophysiological states.